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Thank you for purchasing this Ameri-Towne building kit!
We are proud to present this high quality product manufactured in the U.S.A.
This product is made of high-impact polystyrene and will not warp or discolor.
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MATERIALS INCLUDED:
1
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Two-story Front wall			
Two-story side wall (6 windows)
Back wall, 2nd floor			
Cornice				
Clear window material sheets

1
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Two-story side wall (no windows)
Back wall, 1st floor
Roof
Sidewalk section

ASSEMBLY MATERIALS NEEDED:

Solvent Cement such as Plastruct Plastic Weld (orange label), Testors Liquid Cement or equivalent.
#600 grit Wet-Or-Dry sandpaper
Testor’s #1260 Dullcote spray paint
Your choice of paints

TOOLS NEEDED:

X-acto modeler’s hobby knife or equivalent: #1 or #2 handle
X-acto blades or equivalent: #17 (#1 handle) or #18 (#2 handle)
Modeler’s file (single-cut smooth)
Several Large Rubber Bands
Scotch tape

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

(READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE DOING ANY ASSEMBLY)

PREPARATION:

Carefully file or cut away any mold flash that may be on the window or door openings. Trim, cut, or sand any edges that may have any flash from the molding process. As an example, the two side walls (one with no windows and one with all windows) are the ones without any brick trim on the ends. The edges of these two walls
should be very smooth for a good cement bond. The front and back walls have brick
trim on their edges. On the side walls, you might find one or two sharp points. Using
the smooth flat surface of a laminate countertop or table, place a sheet of #600 grit
wet-or-dry sandpaper on the table with the paper side down. Wet the sandpaper
sheet to form a “water bond” with the table’s surface. Hold a side wall with its side
edge flat on the sandpaper surface and slowly sand the edge of the wall smooth. Do
this to both edges of both side walls only. The two halves of the building’s front and
the back walls may need to be sanded smooth on their mating edges to be joined.
Do this by using the same method as described above for the side walls.
1. For the back wall, cement the bottom edge of the 2nd floor to the top edge of

the 1st floor using the tube-type plastic cement suggested above. Apply cement
to the rear of the edges being glued. This keeps the cement from getting through
to the front of the plastic. Make sure that the ends of the walls are lined up perfectly and place the wall flat on its back until the cement is cured.

2. Stand the front wall and one of the side walls up so that an edge of the front

wall overlaps the edge of the side wall. Tack these pieces together with one or
two drops of liquid cement. Do the same with the back wall and the remaining
side wall. When these two assemblies are tacked together, carefully position them
so that the remaining two corners can be assembled and tacked together in the
same fashion.

3. Once this is done, carefully wrap four or five large rubber bands around the whole

building at even spacing from the top to the bottom. Using the brush in the liquid
cement bottle, apply some more cement throughout the interior of the corners
while the rubber bands are in place. Repeat this procedure on the interior of all
four corners of the building. Use the liquid cement sparingly and be careful not to
let it flow through the corners to the outside of the building. Square the building
up and stand the building aside to allow the cement joints to harden. Remove the
rubber bands from the completed building shell. If you are not going to paint your
model, go to Final Assembly.

PAINTING:

Thanks to our friends at Model Railroad Hobbyist magazine and author Joe
Fugate, you can download his Guide to Acrylic Painting in a Post-Floquil World.
Go to www.ogaugerr.com/windows to download this paint guide.
1. To get the white brick mortar effect, dip a large brush into white paint and
“scrub” the paint on to the surface of the wall with a brush. The purpose of
this method of painting is to get as much of the white paint into the brick
mortar lines as you can. Before it is completely dry, wipe off the surface of
the brick wall with a cotton cloth rag, such as an old “T” shirt or equivalent.
Change the wiping surface often. It may be necessary to add a small amount
of paint thinner or turpentine to the cloth to get the paint off of the surface
of the bricks cleanly. This will cause the plastic surface to get soft, so don’t
handle the surfaces during this part of the painting procedure until it hardens
again. Use some Q Tips with a small amount of thinner for the interior corners of the window inserts and around the window sills, if needed.
2. Repeat Step 1 with the remaining walls. Don’t worry about white paint that gets

on the door and window trim since you will paint this trim later.

3. To give your building the appearance of new brick rather than aged brick, use a

flat-bladed knife to scrape the face of the bricks flat for greater contrast with the
white painted mortar.

4. Paint the doors, window sills, and window trim as desired.

FINAL ASSEMBLY:

1. Cement the roof in place on top of the tabs inside each wall.
2. Paint the top brick caps on the side and back walls. When dry scrape the paint off

of the top of the front wall and cement the cornice in place. Be very careful not to
get cement on the paint on the front of the building.

3. Before going any further, spray the entire building structure with Testors Dullcote

and allow it to thoroughly dry. This will give your entire building the look of softcolored building materials and will remove the “plastic” appearance of the building.

4. Cut the clear window material to fit within the tabs on the front and side walls.

Place the clear window material flat on the back side of the wall and glue it on.
Brush the cement along the outer edges of the clear material. Be careful not to
get your fingers on the material where the glue is applied.

5. Trim the window graphics you downloaded from ogaugerr.com/windows to fit

inside the building and tape them to the inside of the walls.

Congratulations! Your George’s 5 & 10 building is now complete!

Additional Kit Bashing Parts
#36 Stone Wall (5 Pieces) $4.95

#39 Steps & Handrail $7.95

#38 Loading Dock $3.95
#32 Set of
5 Cornices $7.95

#34 Sidewalks (2 Pieces) $4.95

Don’t forget to log onto the O Gauge Railroading On-Line Forum at ogrforum.ogaugerr.com and
discuss your building kit projects with others from around the world. The O Gauge Railroading
On-Line Forum is a wonderful source of ideas and friendships in the O gauge hobby.

“All major credit cards accepted”
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